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Call to apply for FSFE support for your local project [3]

It is no secret that the FSFE's activities are only possible with the priceless help of our
contributors and supporters around Europe. In return we support local engagement with our
expertise, information material, networks or even financially. To help formalize this process,
we run our second call for FSFE community projects.
From international campaigns to local information booths, our successful spreading of
software freedom is based on many shoulders from active members within our community.
This is why ever since the FSFE e.V. has been keen on supporting initiatives and activities
from local FSFE groups to single supporters. We happily support you with our expertise, our
information material, our networks or even financially.

DataStax optimizes Cassandra for Kubernetes with K8ssandra [4]

DataStax is creating a new way for users to get the open source Cassandra database running on
the Kubernetes cloud-native platform, with the K8ssandra project released on Nov. 18.
The release comes during the same week as the KubeCon + CloudNativeCon North America
2020 virtual event, which is hosted by the Cloud Native Computing Foundation to highlight
the latest innovations across the Kubernetes landscape.

Kubernetes is a container orchestration platform that has become increasingly popular as it
helps to enables multi-cloud deployment for applications. Like many other database vendors,
DataStax has been using what is known as a Kubernetes Operator to help users get the
Cassandra database running on Kubernetes.

How to Give and Receive Technical Help in Open Source Communities [5]

?As a developer, it?s exciting and challenging to stay up to speed with the latest trends in
technology. Every day, new languages, frameworks and devices capture our attention and spur
conversations in meetups, forums and chats. However, our developer community is made of
people, not tools, and it?s fascinating to explore its sociopolitical aspects. We are always
beginners at some things and experts at others. Along the way from beginner to expert, we ask
a lot of questions, but it can be intimidating to ask for help.?
This is how Sonia Singla, Cloud Native Computing Foundation intern and mentee, kicked off
her talk at this year?s Kubecon+CloudNativeCon North America. Fresh off her CNCF
internship with Thanos and Outreachy placement at Mozilla, Singla took the lessons she?s
learned over the last two years in both toxic and welcoming environments to offer advice for
both how to give and receive technical help in open source communities.

New JOINUP Compatibility Checker Permalink [6]

The JLA analyses now more than 50 open licenses
The main innovation of the JLA is the possibility to SELECT open licenses based on their
content
The JLA was also an example of synergy with the SPDX project of the Linux Foundation. The
JLA adopted the SPDX license identifier as a standard and is linked with the license full text
that is provided from the SPDX data base.
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